OFF THE RAILS – TRLX Market Highlight
Prime sheep & lambs - Monday 6th February, 2017
6986 (5419) head = 4591 (4019) lambs + 2395 (1400) sheep
NB. Numbers/prices in brackets are last week’s figures.

Lambs
Young lambs sold to $145 ($160) with top price for suckers sold by CP on account Wendouree Grazing; older lambs
sold to $190 ($200) with top price shared between lambs sold by DCM (pictured top left - no vendor details
available) and lambs (pictured above right) sold by LMK on account Kelso Park, Tamworth; shorn lambs sold to $135
($185). Other good sales included: $182 for Fauchon lambs selling through G&C; $180 for lambs sold by NLP on
account Tim Brazel; $170 for lambs sold by DCM on account John Roworth; suckers sold by DCM on account
Hombsch made $142; and suckers sold by B&S made $140.

Sheep
1841 (790) ewes sold to $74 ($111) and averaged ($84); 209 (341) wethers sold to $105 ($112) and averaged $78
($97); 63 (73) rams sold to $65 ($90) and averaged $39 ($62). Highlights included: SAMM x Merino ewes (pictured
below left) sold by NLP on account R & G Bomford, Barraba for $125; and ewes sold by IML on account of Barton
Partnership made $116. The best Dorper lambs (pictured below right) made $155 ($160) and were sold by IML on
account Fletcher and Jackson.

Check out Facebook.com/Tamworthsellingagents for additional photos. You can also get
“live prices” on the best pens during the sale.
Agent codes used for report: B&S (Burke & Smyth) |CP (Chris Paterson Livestock) | DCM
(Davidson Cameron McCulloch & Co)| ELD (Elders) | G&C (Garvin & Cousens)| IML (Ian Morgan Livestock) | LMK (Landmark)
|NLP (Newcombe Livestock & Property) |Pitt (Pitt Sons) | PPA (Purtle Plevey Agencies)
Written by: Michelle Mawhinney, TLSAA based on information provided by agents and sale reports generated by Livestock Exchange.
Disclaimer: Information is correct at time of publication. While every effort is made to provide accurate figures no responsibility is taken for
errors in reporting. For further information contact your preferred TLSAA selling agent.
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